
  
 
 
 
 
 UIC Global Steering Committee Minutes 11-29-17 
 
 Meeting Commenced at 2:45 p.m. 
 

I. In attendance: 
  
 Steering Committee Members: 
 Jim Sheehan – Shorelight 
 Bill Colvin – Shorelight 
 James Butler – Shorelight  
 Janet Parker – UIC 
 Neal McCrillis – UIC 
 Susan Poser – UIC 
  
 Attendants: 
 
 Kali Heifetz – UIC Global 
 Marshall Houserman – UIC Global  
 Donald Wink – UIC 
 Kevin Browne – UIC  
 
   

II. Agenda Items 
 

A. Medical Accelerator – Discussion surrounding the creation of a Pre-Professional 
Medical Studies Accelerator program through UIC Global. 

 
1.) Susan Poser inquired whether international students get admitted to US medical 

schools? 
a. Kevin Browne responded that yes, and UIC has approximately 14 spots 

open to F-1 visa international students  
2.) New marketing collateral produced by Shorelight was disseminated for Steering 

Committee Review. 
3.) Discussion was raised around the concerns brought forward by the Dean of 

Liberal and Arts and Sciences 
a. Capacity concerns 
b. Resource constraints and staffing/financial issues 

4.) Questions surrounding how socialized in recruitment and whether gives 
impression of admission to Medical School which can be rigorous 

5.) UIC raised issued of whether marketing and the program  could include Public 
Health and other Applied Health Sciences degrees so less focus is on 
professional degrees and shows students other options in medical fields.  

6.) Conclusion to send to MESC Subcommittee for review and continued work 



 
 
 

B.) Anticipated Progression of UIC Global Students Presented by Kali Heifetz 
 

1.) Handouts presented showing progression data: 19 students progressing from 
UIC Global 8 EAP, 5 AAP, IAP 6 

2.) Handout broken down by attribute, progression term, and college 
3.) All colleges and OIS are aware of anticipated progression 
4.) Students highlighted that are borderline and final grades must be submitted 

before confirming 
5.) Current numbers are solid. Smaller cohorts. Working hard to keep numbers on 

pace for larger cohorts. 
6.) Kevin Browne requested that future progression reports include credits 

attempted to have included alongside current GPA.  
7.) Susan Poser inquired on behalf of the Dean of Engineering who informed her 

that a student asked if they could take 22 credit hours. Why do they escalate to 
that level?  

a. Many students just actually escalate on their own, seeking approval. 
b. UIC Global does not defer these student questions to Dean or direct 

them to that level of escalation regarding requests to enroll in additional 
credit hours.  

8.) Janet Parker inquired if there was any data on retention? What metric to 
measure the students GPA and progress after leaving UIC Global. 

a. At this time that has not been measured but can in future using attributes 
provided students 

 
 

C.) Spring Projections – presented by Kali Heifetz and Marshall Houserman 
 

1.) Handout of current admits for Spring 2018 provided to the committee 
a. 119 total admits to date 
b. Discussion of how report reads by college/major and breakdown by 

accelerator program, 
2.) Discussion of deadlines and why they are dynamic including the I-20 

transfer deadline 
3.) UIC members raised housing issues regarding gender breakdown and need 

to report gender breakdowns in enrollment reports 
 

D.) UIC Global Village – Presented by Kali Heifetz 
 

1.) PSR (Polk Street Residence) on West Campus becoming a Global Village 
2.) 25-50 students in PSR this Spring 
3.) Budget and Dining Hall in PSR. Dining Hall will be open for dinner and 

late night. Weekends brunch and dinner. With rationale that students will be 
on East Campus dining hall will not open for lunch on weekdays.  

4.) Big financial endeavor. Open to the community as well to use the dining 
halls. 

5.) Kevin Browne posed question of whether students be able to use Dragon 
Dollars on the East Campus? Also discussion that some businesses on the 
West Campus that will accept Dragon Dollars 

6.) Reps from Study Abroad, OIS, UIC Global, Catering and Housing on 
committee to create the Global Village. 

7.) Concern of PSR – cosmetic flaws. Susan Taggetz from UIC Campus 



Housing has confirmed painting, changing of furnishings, etc. Lots of 
programming as well. The idea is to attract students there with programming 
including those that do not live there.  

8.) Kali Heifetz raised the transportation concerns from West Campus to East 
Campus. 

9.) Neal McCrillis stated that this is taking a less than ideal situation regarding 
housing constraints and turning this into an innovative solution between 
UIC and UIC Global. 

 
E.) Fall Review and International Direct – presented by James Butler and Bill 

Colvin 
 

1.) Successful fall intake – 281. Contrast to the wider market of decreasing intl 
enrollment trends.  

a. Shorelight portfolio grew and UIC strong momentum. 
b. Sharp pullback in demand to US programs.  

2.) James Butler stated that Fall 2017 success may paint rosier picture for 
moving forward including application volume and students intention of 
places to study for future enrollment.  

3.) 6/10 applicants choosing to study in Canada based on internal questions of 
students that had shown interest in programs in the Shorelight portfolio. 

4.) Concerns due to increased competition in targeted market: 
a. Competition from institutions that aren’t usually in the market later.  
b. Other universities doing deep discounting to net more students. 
c. Waiving English requirements to then move them to IEP. 

5.) International Direct – Bill Colvin 
a. Change name from Integrated Accelerator program to International 

Direct 
i. Instead students should apply to UIC, and then funnel them 

based on criteria 
ii. Students apply direct and then get COL to pathway if that is 

what they qualify for.  
iii. Lead with the university and then the pathway 

b. Changes that would happen based on transition of program to 
International Direct: 

i. Marketing 
ii. More focus on UIC rather than pathway 

c. Susan Poser inquired if it affects visas? Does it affect Pre-Sessional 
English? In both cases it does not. Current Integrated Accelerator 
students receive degree-seeking I-20 and Pre-Sessional English 
students are progressed to Extended Accelerator Program.  

d. Don Wink raised the concern of language in UIC Global’s  I-17 
since it is listed as Integrated in the attachments.  

e. Bill Colvin introduced notion that in future possibility all 
international students admitted would be funneled to UIC Global 
and a differing financial model may exist for those students that are 
recruited directly by UIC. For further future discussion.  

f. Proposal for vote on name change and application change: 
i. Bill called motion to vote; renaming integrated accelerator 

program to international direct for Fall 2018. And application 
process.  

ii. 6 yes and 0 no (See official voting record at end of minutes) 
g. Interest among committee members to see proposal of collapsing 

programs in future including ways to diminish the differences 



between standard admission for UIC and international direct.  
h. Kevin proposed reviewing the new marketing material and timeline 

for international direct marketing materials to be presented to MESC 
subcommittee for review. Deadline for marketing collateral on 
Shorelight’s end is December 15, so would be prepared for 
discussion and introduction at January MESC Committee meeting. 

i. Kevin Browne suggested that Shorelight recruitment be provided the 
standard UIC viewbooks to be shipped out in addition to the 
Shorelight brochures 

 
 

F.) Awards of Net 12 Discounts – presented by Janet Parker 
 

1.) Concern surrounding an overage of the Net 12 program. Depending on how 
financials are calculated currently at 16 or 20 percent, not 12.  

2.) Janet Parker’s view is to look at what the students would pay as if they had 
progressed at that rate rather than the tuition differential for UIC Global as 
that is the stronger financial concern for UIC. 

3.) Bill Colvin and Jim Sheehan discussed a model to look at Net 12 more as a 
3 year discount because in Year 1 can be discounted however Shorelight 
needs. UIC still gets paid same amount, and discount would be larger in 
Year 1.  

4.) Janet Parker questioned what is the remedy to the overage and who has 
control over awards? 

a. Contract states push it against the next cohort. Discussion over 
whether this is how to actually proceed.  

b. Problem of no cohorted progression so no good way to measure the 
percent impact on the university.  

5.) Bill Colvin indicated that Shorelight will need to manage Net12 discounts 
by intake even if UIC needs to manage discounts by progression. If 
Shorelight manages to the right net discounting shouldn’t have an issue with 
your net at progression.  

6.) Bill Colvin posed whether the solution is to pull back and potentially reduce 
volume or keep going and know we will be over on Net 12. Other partners 
voted to increase it to meet current standards.  

7.) Discussion moved to what are the criteria to attain and maintain a Net12 
scholarship. Discussion of whether should be 3.0 at admission and after 
each year of study. Susan Poser inquired whether to maintain same GPA 
standard from HS to university since more difficult to attain same GPA in 
college.  

8.) Further discussion over whether this percentage should be reflected at 
progression or cohort entry. 

9.) James Butler raised future possibility of remodeling the discount and make 
it competitive may need to lower discount in years 2-4 and then increase 
discount in Year 1.  

10.) Kevin Browne inquired if any partners using a straight discount rate for 
the partnership rather than the market? So UIC gets allotted a straight 
discount amount. Answer is No.  

11.) Janet parker will collaborate with UIC Global Staff Accountant to get 
additional data and reporting to work on future proposal for solution. Jim 
Sheehan commented to work with Staff Accountant to provide that 
information.  
 

 



G.) Targets of Scholarships and Discounts – presented by Neal McCrillis and 
James Butler 

 
1.) Neal McCrillis presented on targets for diversity of our intl student 

body. Should we set up targets per country and use Net12 more to that 
end. 

2.) Slides in presentation discussed areas of the world that are 
overrepresented at UIC compared to other universities and those that are 
underrepresented. Used Open Doors Data from Institute of International 
Education and UIC OIS data to determine where over and under 
represented 

3.) Highest Discounts by country – India and Pakistan 60 percent of 
discounts provided and 4 times the national average in student 
population 

a. Vietnam below student pop average 
b. Russia about the same as average. 

4.) Office of Global Engagement wants diversity to create diverse learning 
experience. Discounts as used now promote lack of diversity 

5.) James Butler stated that Shorelight is under weight in terms of staffing 
and personnel in the markets listed in Neal McCrillis’s slides. 

a. Took a race/blind view in scholarship awarding. 
b. Indicated that slides show where discount is most effective, not 

where Shorelight’s push was most effective 
c. UIC reputation exceptionally good in India/Pakistan 
d. Other countries heavier work lower results 

 
6.) James Butler presented scenario analysis of where Shorelight might 

recruit at different discounting levels by market 
a. Had we reduced discount to 12 percent agreed to the net student 

enrollment would be 223  
b. Redistritbution of scholarship money gets more diversity from 

other countries 
c. Kevin Browne inquired whether the decrease in discount still net 

the same or more revenue for UIC even with smaller amount of 
students 

d. Susan Poser inquired why is diversity clause in contract for 
Net12 if we not getting diversity. Why not just add it as net 12 or 
percentage without stating diversity.  

i. How is the diversity in the contact clause being 
operationalized? 

ii. Response from Bill Colvin– Steering Cmte responsibility 
to decide how to react to this diversity 

iii. Right now each region gets a percentage target  
1. Could be distributed differently among partners 
2. Conversation must be had on what the priority is 

– enrollment growth or diversity  
7.) Neal McCrillis stated it is time for a diversity target. Steering 

Committee must decide if a softer or harder target. Need to steer our 
ship slightly to work toward international diversification.  

a. Possibility of setting scholarships by majors and target 
b. Is it possible to increase scholarship amounts by major 

8.) Kevin Browne asked for clarification that diversity target only around 
scholarship not by country for full-paying fares.  

a. Agreement that diversification targets are tied to Net12 not 



capping student enrollments from regions or populations.  
 

9.) Bill Colvin inquired if UIC wanted growth in other markets at detriment 
to other markets. What regions are those to target? 

a. Jim Sheehan stated that the partnership can really increase 
diversity by upping discount in first year and flattening out years 
2-4 

b. Regions to focus diversity targets proposed by Neal McCrillis 
and Kevin Browne – LATAM, Africa, Russia, MENA, SE ASIA 

 
10.) Goal was proposed to measure percentage of South Asia dollars 

and see a decrease from current 29 percent for next Ste 
 

H.) Special Needs Students and Recruitment – presented by Kali Heifetz 
 

1.) Students with special hearing needs in Fall cohort.  
a. Information not relayed to Global prior to Orientation.  
b. How do we communicate this from the field to the partner and the 

stakeholders on campus so we can offer support prior to arrival?  
2.) Janet Parker stated that the Office of Disability Services can provide support 

but cost to UIC is upwards of $60,000 so this could be a financial concern.  
3.) Donald Wink stated that specialized services are at the responsibility of 

Disability Services and faculty needs to identify and refer to the campus 
service 

4.) Kevin Browne and Susan Poser affirmed that admission decisions are blind 
to the disabilities so cannot steer students away from UIC regardless of the 
cost 

5.) Janet Parker inquired whether it is possible to share costs while UIC Global 
student. 

a. Susan Poser’s concern was that students already have other costs 
associated to the university outside disability issues as well 
including mental health. And we are responsible for that cost.  

b. Susan Poser additionally commented that given the revenue share 
during the first year Shorelight might be responsible for paying part 
of the bills for disability services during the first year. 

c. Bill Colvin raised point that if student is in Pre-Sessional English 
revenue share is different, so how would this model be worked out 
for students in the Tutorium in Intensive English needing this 
assistance. 

6.) James Butler inquired on how the partnership can work to build this into the 
pre-arrival process?  

7.) Bill Colvin raised the point of considering that the revenue is from the 
general pool of fees paid and includes students that don’t use the service? 

a. Susan Poser stated that there is a real difference between a pooled 
resource and the disability resources. It is not the same as a pooled 
resource that goes unused such as the Rec Center. It is a specific 
resource.  

 
I. Sub-Committee Recommendations 

 
1.) UIC Global subcommittes of the MESC and AQAC held joint meeting 

to discuss 2 motions, one of which was discussed at Steering 
Committee. Other motion was included in handouts presented for 
review. 



b. Motion 1 posted in the handouts affirms practice of requiring a 
standard minimum of 2.5 GPA for UIC Global EAP and AAP 
students completing their programs to progress to degree-seeking 
status. UIC Global Subcommittee members voted to affirm with 
only Marshall Houserman abstaining. 

c. Marshall explained why abstained considering that perhaps 
conceptualized incorrectly as students are not transfer students and 
they are not traditional non-degree students.  

d. Donald Wink indicated that this is correcting alignment to what is 
already in practice. 

e. Bill Colvin stated that UIC looks out of place in market since there 
isn’t an option to progress to degree seeking status with good 
standing GPA which is a 2.0. 

f. Susan Poser inquired whether there is another way to look at it is to 
move the domestic non-degree requirement. So look at it from the 
other side. 

g. Donald Wink provided information that during implementation 
colleges of UIC were allowed the autonomy to set a GPA 
progression requirement. Choice was made in May 2016 and do not 
want to change it. UIC colleges made a choice based on what was 
permitted. Prevents expectation of allowing a student with a 2.0 and 
sets a lear expectation so they know there would be no place to 
progress to.  

h. Susan Poser indicated that UIC Global progression is not perfectly 
analogous to already enrolled degree seeking students  or analogous 
to non-degree to direct programs offered.  

i. Jim Sheehan pointed out that there has to be a safe haven for 
students to work on their GPA. Needs further discussion as a 
partnership. 

j. Bill Colvin raised the issue of IAP and AAP in same courses 
knowing the reality that one keeps going and other progressing.  

k. Where can the students land? Issues with students from the Fall.  
l. KB – have domestic students in the same predicament 

 
2.) Consensus that more work needs to be done here especially as it will be 

a time sensitive issue for students on borderline of progression. More 
work and discussion moving forward. 

 
J.) Dual Nationals – presented by Kevin Browne 
 

1.) Issue raised concerning students holding dual citizenship and living abroad 
2.) Currently UIC Global does not accept any student into program that is eligible 

for financial assistance under Title IV 
3.) Bill Colvin and James Butler concurred that further discussion within 

Shorelight must be done surrounding Title IV 
 
Motions Voted on at Steering Committee: 
 
Motion: To rename the Integrated Accelerator Program to International Direct effective for Fall 
2018. Janet Parker called motion to a vote: 

Yes Votes: Susan Poser, Janet Parker, Neal McCrillis, Bill Colvin, Jim Sheehan, James 
Butler 
No Votes: No Steering Committee member opposed. 

 



5:46 meeting adjourned 
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